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and spelling the average achievement quotient. But he
must also remember that only the achievements in the
use of the tools of knowledge can be thus tested. So far
there are no reliable tests of those ideals, standards, tastes,
enthusiasms of all kinds that will urge the child when he
leaves school to live a civilized life, or of that concentration
on attainment and persistence of effort that will enable
him to live consistently according to his own standards
of what makes life a valuable experience.
It seems to me to need no apology that, though writing
a technical book for teachers, I should go outside directly
educational literature for the tests of achievement in
education. They do at any rate encourage all of us teachers
to remember the larger issues and to ponder on the
infinite variety of purposes that are implied by the word
* education'.
general criteria
The Good Man*
If a man be gracious and courteous to strangers it shows
he is a Citizen of the World ; and that his heart is no island
cut off from other lands; but a continent that joins to
them. If he be compassionate towards the afflictions of
others it shows that his heart is like the noble tree that
is wounded itself when it gives balm. If he easily pardons
and remits offences it shows that his mind is planted above
injuries.
The Activities of the Spirita
So the spirit has three activities, and three alone, as it
has three desires ; namely the moral, the intellectual, and
the aesthetic activities. A man lives so that he may
exercise these activities of the spirit and for no other
reason. . . . The philosophy of the spirit says that the
1 Bacon's £s$ay on Goodness.
1 From The Ultimate Belief, by Clutton Brock.

